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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the current spent
nuclear fuel cask fleet capability in the
United States. In addition, it assesses
the degree to which the current fleet would
be available, as a contingency, until
proposed office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management casks become operational.
A limited fleet of ten spent fuel
transportation casks is found to be readily
available for use in Federal waste
management efforts over the next decade.

INTRODUCTION

This paper provides an overview of the
spent nuclear fuel (SNF) shipping casks
currently available in the U.S. (or those
which could be made available) , and reviews
the current usage, ownership, and
certification status of eacn. Based on
this information, calculations are
performed to estimate the volume of fuel
that can realistically be transported to
Federal waste management facilities on an
annual basis with the existing cask fleet.

This study indicates that there is a
limited fleet of ten spent fuel
transportation casks that are currently
available and that will continue to be
available for use over the next decade to
support Federal waste management efforts.
For this review, the casks were divided
into two groups: (1) a "core" group that
only covers those casks that are presently
in routine service and could be readily
available for U.S. Department of Energy,
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (DOE/OCRWT1) use; and (2) a
second group that includes all other casks
that are not presently in routine service
for domestic shipment of SNF, but that may
have the potential for use in transporting
SNF in the future (i.e., in the relatively
near term) should various actions be taken.

The casks being designed through the
OCRWM's Cask System Development Program
were not considered in this review.

Based upon the review documented in
the following sections, the "core" group
of available casks consists of five legal
weight truck (LWT) casks, three overweight
truck (OWT) casks, and two 70-ton rail
casks. Reviews of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) cask docket files and of
industry reports have revealed no presently
defined impediments to the continued 1
certification of the "core" group of casks
through the year 2000. Other casks of the
same designs are available in the U.S. and
are in routine service; however, they are
owned or are otherwise fully committed to
organizations where their availability to
support OCRWM shipping campaigns is in
question. These casks were not included
in the "core" group.

BASIS FOR MAINTAINING CASK CERTIFICATION

Considerable effort has been expended
by cask owners and operators to maintain
cask certificates once they are issued by
NRC. Protection of the cask as an asset
is reasonable when requirements exist, or
are projected, for spent fuel shipments for
storage or research.

In defending design capabilities, cask
designers have addressed both generic and
design-specific challenges.

The majority of cask models that have
been retired were removed from service as
a result of generic issues. The
fundamental generic issue has been the lack
of documentation to demonstrate that either
(1) analysis has been completed in a
consistent manner or (2) the package has
been constructed according to reasonably
acceptable fabrication standards. These
generic issues continue to be of concern
for a number of older casks that are in
use outside of the NRC purview.



Generic issues have also caused the
certificates of specific cask models to be
revised to eliminate an operating
condition. Examples include elimination
of the use of water in the cavity of the
cask to provide neutron shielding and heat
transfer and the later elimination of air
as a cavity coolant.

Design-specific issues have led to
the replacement of parts, changes in
procedures or test conditions, and de-
rating of the original cask design
capability.

The near-term generic "improvement"
issues, in the absence of an unforeseen
catastrophic shortcoming, are expected to
be leak-tightness and sealing, external
contamination, reduction in the potential
for operator error, and height of center-
of-gravity during transport.

Finally, the integration of NRC
regulations and similar International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) regulations
for TYPE B packages has led to a
"grandfather" condition for some cask
designs, including those in the core group.
These casks are "conditioned" by 10CFR71.13
so that no new casks can be fabricated
until the cask designs have been designated
as B(M) or B(U), in accordance with IAEA
nomenclature. The core group cask designs
are presently designated as B(), referred
to as "B open paren." To obtain the B(U)
or B(M) designation requires that a new
application be made to the NRC. New
applications for casks in the core group
are not expected.

The grandfather condition is expected,
over time, to encourage the development of
new designs and the retirement of core
group casks.

CORE GROUP CASKS

The core group consists of those casks
that are presently in routine service for
spent fuel shipments under 10CFR71 in the
United States: the NLI-1/2, TN-8L, TN-9,
and the IF-300. These designs are on the
order of 20 years old and, coincidentally,
have certificate "anniversaries" in May
1990 or in January 1991.

In accordance with the provision of
10CFR71.13, fabrication of additional
models of these casks is not permitted.
A subtle effect of Subparagraph 13 is to
discourage request amendments or changes
to the cask certificate that would re-open
the cask Safety Analysis Report by
requiring additional analysis.

These casks have been free of
disabling impacts of generic and design-
specific issues. This has been due in
large part to (1) design, fabrication, and
operation under comprehensive Quality
Assurance programs; (2) conservative design
basis and competent engineering; and (3)
a degree of adaptability in design that has
permitted response to new issues that have
arisen during use. The positive influence
of these factors is expected to result in
the continuing certification of these casks
through the next two renewal cycles, to
approximately the year 2001.

There are two principal threats to
continued certification of the core group
of casks. The first is the identification
of a significant, previously unaddressed•::.
condition affecting public, or user, health
and safety. The second is the lack of
economic incentives to maintain the cask,
or its certificate, in the face of
diminished markets. Presently, neither of
these prospects is considered a major
threat.

Discovery of an unaddressed safety
issue is a low probability, but not an
impossible, occurrence. The 1980 fuel
oxidation incident involving the NAC-1E
cask can reasonably be classed as
"unexpected." It led to the issuance of
a directive for use of an inert gas (argon,
nitrogen, or helium) in the cask cavity,
replacing air as a coolant for loaded
shipments. (The inert gas condition
precludes oxidation of exposed fuel.) This
requirement will be extended to future cask
designs. The important aspect of this
safety issue is that package design changes
were not required for the affected casks.

Economic aspects of cask use through
the year 2000 are difficult to assess.
There are limited prospects for research
shipments, due partly to the small number
of research facilities (Babcock and Wilcox,
Lynchburg and Test Area North, Idaho Falls
are currently the principal facilities) ,
declining research budgets for reactor
spent fuel, and the extensive
characterization of fuels already
completed.

The main area of current research is
in the effects of high fuel burnup. Hot
cell investigation of high burnup effects
is expected to continue, but relatively
few shipments can be reasonably
anticipated.

Shipments of fuel between utility
nuclear stations may occur in order to
satisfy fuel storage requirements. Some
utilities, including Carolina Power and
Light and Duke Power, have used these casks



for transfer of fuel between stations for
that purpose. This practice is expected
to continue on an as-needed basis, although
the present trend is toward on-site storage
capability using modular or cask storage
systems.

Finally, some high-level (non-fuel-
bearing) shipments are expected; these
shipments are intended to clear pools of
material that is limiting fuel storage
space.

The cost of maintaining the
certificate, in the absence of a
requirement for further, extensive
analysis, is low, and most cask owners have
a facility, or access to a facility, at
which casks may be stored when not in use.
The cost of these facilities is variable,
depending on other uses of the facility.
For multiple use facilities, the cost may
be considered minimal if the casks are not
"in the way." Dedicated facilities have
higher costs, partly due to the maintenance
of the facility license.

Actions of cask owners to date
indicate that the casks, and the
certificate, will be maintained so long as
the potential for use of the casks exists
and the analysis required, if any, can be
completed at a cost that is less than the
perceived asset value of the cask. For
the core group casks, this condition
clearly exists now and is likely to persist
through the year 2 000."

Proposed changes in the allowable leak
rate of krypton gas could cause the core
group cask owners to replace conservative
assumptions about the makeup of the post-
accident condition cavity gas. Accurate
calculations of the quantities of the
component gases and gas leak rates should
allow the proposed limit for the krypton
to be met. In the worst case, different
closure bolt torque values, or different
cask seal materials, may be required. In
any case, the effect of the proposed
changes is not expected to be unmanageable.

There continues to be interest in
containment boundary seal performance,
primarily as a consequence of the TRUPACT
container testing program. This is
expected to be an important issue for the

"It should be noted that "pressure" on a
certificate is largely economic. The cost
of developing technologically complex
responses to questions asked during renewal
must be weighed against the perceived asset
value of the cask design. This comparison
could provide an economic disincentive for
maintaining a certificate.

DOE From-Reactor casks, and for casks that
come into service in the near term, such
as the NAC-LWT. No significant impact on
the existing casks is anticipated so long
as the casks continue to meet the leak rate
conditions of the cask annual inspection
and pre-shipment testing.

Center of gravity height is expected
to be a major concern for the DOE From-
Reactor casks and for the NAC-LWT. A high
center of gravity was identified as a
contributing cause of a tip-over incident
involving an NLI-1/2 cask in a special
shipping configuration. There have been
no problems related to center of gravity
height of the core group casks in their
light water reactor (LWR) fuel shipping
configuration. Unless the shipping
configurations are changed to raise the
center of gravity, no impact from this
concern is expected.

As new casks come into service
(including the DOE From-Reactor casks),
pressure will likely increase to retire
casks presently in the core group from
service. This assessment is based on the
implications of 10CFR71.13 in prohibiting
fabrication of additional casks of the core
group designs. This restriction is seen
as encouragement to develop new designs to
replace those presently in service. A
similar approach, which included
restrictions on operating conditions, has
encouraged development of new isotope casks
for use in fuels research. It is assumed
that the new (replacement) casks would be
included in the group used for routine
service.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF CORE GROUP CASKS

This section presents information on
the individual designs of the current core
group of casks and includes a discussion
of the reasons for projecting the continued
certification through the next two
certification cycles, to approximately
2001."

The principal arguments for continued
certification include the lack of safety
related issues that threaten current
designs, lack of replacement casks of newer
design (due primarily to lack of market),
and the potential for continued, but
limited, use. The implications of
10CFR71.13 are uncertain, but clearly there
is incentive to retire older casks, such
as those in the core group.

Currently, certificates are renewed for
5-year periods.



NLI-l/2 Legal Height Truck Cask, USA/
9010/BOF

The NLI-1/2 cask is operated by
Nuclear Assurance Corporation (NAC) and has
been in service sines the mid-1970s. The
cask is designed to accommodate one
pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel
assembly or two boiling water reactor (BWR)
fuel assemblies. Several hundred
shipments, including shipments of
consolidated fuel, have been made using
this model cask. In addition to LWR intact
and consolidated fuel, the cask is licensed
for metallic fuel and is presently being
used primarily for metallic fuel shipments
from the Far East.

There do not appear to be any
impediments to the continued certification
of the cask, and the cask is expected to
remain in service at least until January
31, 2001. The current certificate
expiration date is January 31, 1991.

With the introduction of the NAC-LWT,
the NLI-1/2 cask certificate could come
under pressure, since it is considered a
design contemporary with the NAC-l cask
series.

The most recent design issue to be
raised about this cask was the location of
the center of gravity of the cask system
in a special, enclosed shipping
configuration. This concern arose
following a tip-over incident in an
otherwise routine shipment. The cask was
empty (unloaded) at the time of the
incident, and there were no injuries. As
a result of the accident investigation,
the center of gravity of the enclosed cask
system has been limited to 75 inches above
the ground. This limitation affects the
specific shipping configuration used for
the ocean shipments from the Far East.

A market opportunity, the shipment of
metallic fuel from the Far East, is
expected to exist for this cask for the
next few years.

TN-8 and TN-9 Overweight Truck Casks, USA/
9015/BOF and USA/9016/B()F

The TN-8 three-PWR fuel assembly casks
and th3 TN-9 seven-BWR fuel assembly casks
in the core group are operated by
Transnuclear, Inc., and have been in
service in the United States since the mid-
1980s. They have been used extensively in
Europe. These casks are "fuel-specific"
in that each is designed for a particular
fuel. The external appearance is the same.

No impediments to continued
certification of these cask designs have
been identified.

A somewhat l^siced U.S. market for
these casks presently exists, and there is
a small risk that the casks could be
returned to Europe. If the casks were
relocated, it is expected that a U.S.
certificate would be maintained, and that
Transnuclear could return the casks to the
United States if a market were to develop.

Four TN-8 model
fabricated. Two are
United States, and two
TN-8 currently exists
TN-8L and the TN-8.
essentially identical
the same certificate.
U.S. are TN-BLs.

casks have been
presently in the

are in Europe. The
as two models, the
These models are
and operate under
The models in the

Transnuclear operates one of the two
TN-9s. The other is owned by Commonwealth
Edison Company. It is considered unlikely
that Commonwealth Edison would make the
cask available for industry use. The
utility is not in the cask leasing
business, and the potential financial risk
of a cask handling accident could be high.
It is uncertain how Commonwealth could
obtain adequate protection from the
liability that arises in use of the cask
by others. The utility has not been
contacted regarding availability of the
cask.

The current certificates for the TN-
8 and the TN-9 expire on January 31, 1991,
which coincides with the expiration date
of the NLI-1/2 cask certificate.

IF-300 Rail Cask, USA/9001/B()F

The IF-3000 (7 PWR/18 BWR) rail casks
are operated by Pacific Nuclear Systems
(NuPac, 2 casks) and by Carolina Power and
Light Company (CPL, 2 casks). These casks
have also been in service since the mid-
1970s and have been used to transport
thousands of fuel assemblies. The use of
the casks by both NuPac and CPL improve
the likelihood that the certificate will
be maintained in the near term. The
current certificate expires on May 31,
1990, and preparations for renewal
application are currently under way.

No impediments to continued
certification are apparent, although a
number of issues have been identified and
resolved in the past few years. The last
major issue involved a reclosing cavity
pressure relief valve that was replaced
with a rupture disk. A more interesting
concern could be that the cask will just
wear out from what has been nearly



continuous use. In that case, the
10CFR71.13 "replacement" restriction could
become important.

while this cask design is also a
contemporary of the NAC-1 casks, there are
no casks on the design horizon that seem
to be intended to replace it. The weight
of the IF-300 (70 tons) allows it to be
used at a large number of power stations.
This circumstance may tend to "stretch"
the life of this design.

The impact of certification of the
NAC-LWT and the ENRESA cask (both discussed
below) on the IF-300 renewal application
in 1995 is uncertain. Some additional
pressure on the IF-300 certificate may
occur, but renewal is expected.

Availability of the CPL casks cannot
be assumed because of CPL'S expected
continued use and because of the business
risk of sharing in use by others. CPL has
not been contacted regarding future
commercial availability of the IF-300 casks
that they operate.

CASKS EXCLUDED FROM THE CORE GROUP

The NAC-1 legal weight truck cask and
NLI-10/24 rail cask have been excluded from
the core group because their use for
shipments under 10CFR71 is unlikely. These
casks have historically been included in
surveys of cask designs that are available
for the shipment of spent fuel; therefore,
the reasons for exclusion are presented
below.

NAC-1, USA/9X83/B()F

The NAC-1 cask was previously operated
under certificate USA/6698/B()F. -This
certificate was withdrawn at the request
of NAC. Under certificate 6698, the cask
was licensed to transport either one-PWR
or two-BWR intact fuel assemblies. with
the withdrawal of the certificate, the cask
cannot be used to transport LWR fuel under
10CFR71.

Certificate 6698 recognized another
model of the NAC-1 design, designated the
NSF-4. Models designated NAC-1 were
originally operated by NAC, and those
designated NFS-4 were operated by Nuclear
Fuel Services, at West Valley, New York.
NAC acquired the NFS-4 casks and adopted
NAC-1 as the model designation. The NAC-
1 designation is incorporated in the
current certificate, 9183, which permits
only the transport of high level waste and
certain types of metallic fuel. This cask
is presently in service under certificate
9183, transporting fuel from the Far East.

The cask cannot be considered as
available for use since it cannot be re-
licensed for LWR fuel transport. The cask
may have some capability for supporting an
onsite transfer of fuel under the Part 50
provisions of the site license, but this
application would be site-specific.

NLI-10/24 Rail Cask, USA/9023/B()?

The future use of the NLI-10/24 (10
PWR/24 BWR) rail cask is uncertain at best.
The cask design is contemporary with the
IF-300, but the design has never been
placed in service.

Fuel baskets for this cask series were
dismantled to allow recovery of the silver
content, so no fuel baskets presently
exist. Only one of the models is
completely fabricated. A second cask is
about 90 percent complete, and a third cask
is about 60 percent complete.

The casks were originally approved
for shipment of fuel in October of 1979,
but that approval was withdrawn in July of
1981. The docket record does not show why
approval was removed, but does show a long
list of proposed modifications to the
design. Confusion may exist over which of
the proposed modifications were actually
incorporated into the completed cask and
to what extent the fabricated casks conform
to the license drawings.

In addition to the cost of baskets,
completion of hardware, and verification
of conformance to licensing drawings, some
risk accrues to addressing discrepancies
that may be found and to verifying
fabrication records that are almost 15
years old. It is the intent of the current
certification restriction to verify those
records.

Finally, there is no present economic
incentive, and there is some disincentive,
to place this model cask in service.

The cost to make a cask eligible for
service is high? the probability of
achieving certification is uncertain.
Furthermore, the cost of decommissioning
contaminated casks is high, and there is
no present expectation of level of use that
would result in a reasonable return on the
investment. It seems difficult to justify
keeping a certificate active, except that
the cost of application for renewal is low,
presently $150.00. Costs for review of the
appliation are billed on a full cost-
recovery basis (presently about $58 per man
hour). Historically, review costs have
been very low.



Further, the ENRESA cask (discussed
later) would replace the capability of this
cask in the NAC cask fleet inventory.

Clearly, the cost of the certification
submittal and the risk of not achieving
certification, combined with the present
work at NAC on other large casks, lead to
the conclusion that continued maintenance
of the certificate is at risk. Only clear
need, with a prospect of continued use,
would seem to warrant a certification
effort.

CORE GROUP CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on a review of docket
information, the currently certified casks
are expected to be available for service
to the year 2001. Unexpected events, and
replacement of an older cask design with
a new design of the same type, could change
the composition of the core group of casks.

In addition to re-certification
issues, economic factors related to limited
use could cause a certificate to be
withdrawn. Strategies that DOE could use
to assist in maintaining the certifications
of the core group casks include cask
purchase, reimbursement of vendor costs of
certificate maintenance, assistance in
providing storage of unused casks, and
"right of first refusal on sales and use"
contracts. None of these options is a
clear preference. "Right of first refusal"
is reasonable, but may be a contract
option.

OTHER CASKS WITH TRANSPORT CERTIFICATION
POTENTIAL

There is a second group of casks being
designed that have potential for use in
transporting LWR fuel by the year 2000.
Two of these cask designs, the NAC-LWT and
the ENRESA cask, both designed by NAC, have
a high probability of being available for
use. Thi remaining casks, the NuPac 125-
B, the xN-12, and the Castor V/21, have
problems with materials used in fabrication
that could result in high costs for a
transport certification attempt.

If a dependable market for spent fuel
transportation were to develop, a concerted
effort to either license these casks for
transport or to bring new casks to market
would occur. However, a market is not
likely to develop since there is no
"destination" for spent fuel in the time
frame of the year 2001. Thus, only the
NAC-LWT, and later the ENRESA cask, are
expected to become available to supplement,
or replace, the core group casks. Use of
the ENRESA cask could be limited if its

loaded weight is significantly greater than
100 tons.

It should be noted that "ENRESA cask"
is a designation adopted for convenience
in preparing this report. It describes a
rail cask being designed for certification
in the United States by NAC, but is not a
model designation assigned to the cask by
NAC or used by the NRC.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This section presents information on
the individual cask designs of the second
group. Also included is a discussion of
reasons underlying the projection of the
availability or difficulty of
certification.

NAC-LWT Legal weight Truck Cask, Docket
71-9225

The NAC-LWT (1 PWR/2 BWR) cask has
been docketed for certification by NAC.
Five of the casks are presently being
fabricated in Spain. The current
certification request is for metallic fuel,
with the expectation that an amendment for
LWR fuel will be requested at a later date.
Initially, the casks would be used with the
NLI-1/2 and NAC-1 casks to support the Far
East fuel shipment program.

There is no LWR fuel market for this
cask that could not be served by the NLI-
1/2. Nonetheless, once the NAC-LWT design
is certified, it is possible that questions
asked during renewal of the NLI-1/2
certificate could become expensive to
answer.

Acceptance dates of the casks being
fabricated, and the date of the issuance
of the certificate, are uncertain. It is
estimated that the casks could be in
service by the end of 1989.

NAC-STC, Docket 71-9235

NAC has been awarded a contract by
ENRESA to develop a rail cask suitable for
both storage and transport of spent fuel.
(Simplistically stated, ENRESA is a Spanish
government agency charged with managing the
Spanish spent fuel disposal program.) The
contract requires thai U.S. NRC
certification be obtained for both
transport and storage of spent fuel and
permits NAC to operate the cask in the
United States. The cask is projected to
weigh about 110 tons and (based on other
NAC storage cask work) to have a capacity
of about 28 PWR assemblies.

Submittal of the license application
to the NRC is expected to occur in late



1990. "Since both a storage and a transport
certificate are required, certification is
not expected until 1992.

This estimated submittal schedule
coincides with the expected licensing
applications of some DOE From-Reactor cask
designs. Simultaneous applications for
design certifications could tend to slow
the review process.

Finally, the projected addition of
the NAC-STC cask to the NAC cask fleet
capability could result in NAC requesting
that the certificate for the NLI-10/24 be
withdrawn or not renewed.

125-B, USA/9200/B(M)F

The Model 125-B rail casks were
designed by Pacific Nuclear Systems, Inc.,
and are presently being used to remove
reactor core debris from the Three Mile
Island (TMI) nuclear station. The casks
are not licensed for LWR spent fuel
shipments, and the basket design is not
amenable to that use.

A review of docketed material
indicates that the cask has design features
that would permit reactor pooi loading and
that use for LWR fuel shipments was
considered in the cask design phase.

Qualification of the cask design for
LWR fuel is complicated by the need for a
new basket design and by limited amounts
of neutron and gamma shielding. The low
burnup of the TMI fuel debris, which is
the present design basis for the cask,
allowed the use of less shielding than
would have been usual for spent fuel with
normal burnup. Substantial analysis would
be required to support licensing of the
cask design for intact fuel.

The fuel basket is designed to accept
seven containers of fuel debris. Each
container is 14 inches in diameter, 150
inches long, and is shaped like a pipe
section. A completely new basket design
would be required for intact fuel
shipments, but the design of the basket
could include features intended to
supplement the gamma and neutron shielding
present in the cask body.

The cask cavity diameter is 51.25
inches, but no estimate of the number of
intact assemblies that could be
accommodated has been made. There is no
present incentive to pursue licensing of
tha 125-B cask for intact fuels, and there
are no present plans to do so. if a market
were to materialize, the potential of the
cask for an intact fuel certificate would
be strongly considered.

The expiration date is April 30, 1991,
and the certificate is expected to be
renewed.

TN-12 and Castor V/21 Casks

These casks are discussed here
primarily for perspective and completeness,
rather than for the near-terra potential
they have for use in the U.S.
transportation picture.

The TN-12 cask has previously been
docketed with the NRC for a transport
certificate. The application was withdrawn
(primarily) due to concern over brittle
fracture. The cask is licensed in the
United States for storage, but not for
transport. The cask is licensed for both
storage and transport in Europe and is
routinely used there. It is designed for
11 PWR or 32 BWR assemblies and weighs
about 100 tons. If some combination of
research, tests, and analysis were to
resolve questions about cask body
materials, it is likely that the cask would
be offered for use in the United States.

The Castor V/21 cask is offered by
General Nuclear Systems, Inc., (A Chem-
Nuclear Company) in the United States. It
is in a similar situation, in that, in
Europe, it is approved for storage, and a
transport license is being sought. It is
expected that documentation developed to
support the transport licensing effort in
Europe will be provided to the NRC. The
cask is already used for storage in the
United States. The cask capacity is 21
PWR intact fuel assemblies, and the weight
is about 120 tons.

SUMMARY OF CASKS WITH TRANSPORT
CERTIFICATION POTENTIAL

Of the casks placed in this group,
only the NAC-LWT and the ENRESA cask offer
an opportunity to provide additional
transport capability in the near term. The
potential for use of the other casks is
very limited, and no incentive exists for
pursuing transport certification.

ANNUAL SHIPPING CAPACITY

Calculations were performed to project
the annual shipping capacity of the "core"
group of casks and variations on this core
group. The primary basis for these
calculations was that the first 1200 MTU
of SNF defined by DOE in the June 1988
Annual Capacity Report would be moved by
this group of casks, and the amount of this
fuel which could be moved over the first
three year period of operations of a given
set of casks was calculated. The



assumptions used in the analysis were based
upon Total System Life Cycle Cost (TSLCC)
travel times and loading/unloading times,
where the latter were adjusted in some
cases to consider realistic startup
"learning" times at operating facilities.

Eleven different
studied. For the "core"
it was found that:

scenarios were
group of casks,

(a) if the shipments are to a repository
in Nevada, and if realistic
loading/unloading times are used,
approximately 160 MTU/yr could be
moved; whereas

(b) if the shipments are to an eastern
monitored retrievable storage
facility (MRS), and if realistic
loading/unloading times are used,
approximately 217 MTU/yr could be
moved.

If the "core" group of casks is
expanded to include one additional OWT cask
currently owned by a U.S. utility and two
OWT casks currently in operation in Europe,
then the shipping capability would increase
by approximately 49 percent ..(from 160
MTU/yr to 237 MTU/yr for a repository in
Nevada and from 217 MTU/yr to 323 MTU/yr
for an eastern MRS, respectively).

If efforts are made prior to beginning
shipping to train facility personnel so
optimistic (TSLCC) loading/unloading times
can be attained immediately at startup of
operations, then the shipping capability
can be increased further by as much as
another 48 percent (from 237 MTU/yr to 3 52
MTU/yr for shipments to a repository in
Nevada).

Two bounding cases were also
considered. The upper bound was determined
by assuming that other casks are brought
into service, including the two NLI 10/24s,
which would require baskets and
recertification, and the five NAC-LWTs
currently under development. For this
upper bound, the shipping capability would
be approximately 520 MTU/yr if TSLCC
loading/unloading times are also attainable
at startup.

The lower bound was determined by
assuming use of the "core" group of casks
with the further assumption that the OWT
casks are removed from the group. In this
case, only 85 MTU/yr of fuel could be moved
on the average.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has identified the core
group of casks that is expected to be

available for use in transporting spent
nuclear fuel through the next decade. The
core group includes the following casks:

NLI-1/2 (five available)
TN-8 (two available)
TN-9 (one available)
IF-300 (two available)

Three other casks, a TN-9 and two GE
IF-300s, have historically been considered
in the core group but are no longer
available because they have been purchased
by utilities. The report has also
identified other casks that have previously
been considered to be available and has
presented the reasons why these casks
should not be included in the core group.

Major issues that could have an impact
on the availability of the core group of
casks are summarized as follows:

the cost of maintaining the casks
and their certificates of
compliance could become too high
when compared to their expected
revenue potential in a limited
market;

other new cask designs that meet
the current or revised NRC and
DOT regulations could become
available, forcing retirement of
core group models; and

unanticipated regulatory
design issues may arise.

or

Finally, there are casks currently
being designed that may be available for
service prior to the year 2000. These
casks are the NAC-LWT, ENRESA, NuPac 125-
B, the TN-12, and the Castor V/21.

In summary, there is a limited fleet
of five LWT, three OWT, and two rail SNF
transportation casks that are currently
available and that will continue to be
available for use over the next decade.


